


Stonekill? Yeah, ‚bout two days’ journey to the north, mainly farmers, yet who knows, 
they say there’s a plant. And it’s operating. But, ya know, this plant manufactures ra-
dios. Nothing else, just bloody radios. Say what? That s’pose to be fun? And for once 

have you heard anything on the radio besides Orbital broadcasts? Anyway, what’s the 
damn use for the radio theese days? There’s plenty of that stuff everywhere. If it only 

produced spare parts for cars – that would have been a different talk.
Nonetheless, Stonekill has some pact with the Outpost. Dunno what kind of deal this is 

and I have no rush to ask - maybe the Outpost guys like listening to the radio or what. May-
be that’s the reason they wander around. But it doesn’t matter. If you mess with  Stonekill 

farmers they’ll deal with ya themselves, without callin’ the Greens to help.
There was, and I say ‚was’ not without a reason, a bunch of shitwits who tried to steal 

the cattle from them. They are no more. 
Yeah, friendly town - this Stonekill,- but only if ya come with friendly intentions. If ya 

piss one off it’s as if you’d publicly shitted to their drinking water. Ya just dissapear.

I’m proud to present my campaign for Neuroshima Hex. It’s rather short compared with the original Babel 13 campa-
ign or the majority of campaigns that can be found on the web - all its three phases can be played in an hour and a half 
and only Neuroshima Hex 2.5 with Babel 13 expansion is required (you don’t need the Duel expansion in order to play).
This campaign tells the story of human struggle against the Machines. Not just any struggle – the specific event you 
can read about in the Neuroshima RPG handbook (only in Polish, as for now). The story of Stonekill defense – as this 
is the case, – event though only outlined in that handbook, was an inspiration for me from the very beginning of my 
work on NS: Hex campaign. I hope I’ve managed to transfer at least a little bit of that RPG’s atmosphere here with 
my short introductions to each scenario and the missions themselves.
I wish you all NS: Hex fans many successful games with this campaign and, of course, a lot of fun from all NS: Hex games.  
               

- Zachi
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Phase I – recon

Moloch
Assemblies of iron cables, tanks with cybernetic human brains floating in translucent liquid, blaze of colored lights 
flashing on the walls of a huge, irregular bunker - this is how one of Moloch’s data centers may look like. Or it may 
not. It may look completely different, yet it doesn’t matter. 
Somewhere in the depths of Beast’s mind the attack plans and new and not less deadly machines’ designs are created. 
Mutations and cyborgisations of incoming mutants’ wave are designed - in a few months they will be breed and trans-
ported inland, far to the south.
And it is there, where the Thought has appeared. Or an Algorithm - call it as you will. Transmitted through the 
cables, subjected to various stages of optimization, it changes and mutates. It goes through further simulations and is 
returned to the source. This Thought is a battle plan. The plan that includes, as its next step, taking over Stonekill and 
incorporating it into an almighty organism of the machine.

Humans
John and Charlie are really tough guys. As befits the messengers. 
If you don’t know that yet - in the Outpost ranks the rule is that the confidence is very limited - you never know who 
might be kidnapped and what Moloch might pull out of its captives - and for that reason important information 
is not available to all. Common soldier knows where to shoot and that has to suffice. Recently, even commanding 
officers don’t know all the objectives of the great plan of fight against the machines. And the messengers? Messen-
gers gather commands and information from one post and pass them on to the headquarters or some other regional 
posts. Sometimes one gets the impression that they are the ones really well-informed there.
John and Charlie approached the headquarters at a distance allowing them for radio communication and noticed that 
the radio wasn’t working. There was one great noise that jammed everything throughout the ether. They knew what it 
meant - Moloch machines were coming and, just in case, all the radio communications had been blocked. They would 
have to reach the nearest base on foot and pass the orders there. A bare sun-scorched desert stretched in front of them. 
Somewhere to the north they could already see a black column of smoke heralding the approaching enemy.
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Setup

Remove from the Outpost army all 7 Move instant action tiles,  the Recon Center module and the Sniper instant action tile.
Remove from Moloch army: Air Strike instant action tile and Net Fighter unit tile.
Prepare the board as shown in the picture on page 3.
Place two Outpost Runners on the board (as in the picture) with 1 toughness marker on each of them (to show that each has 
1 additional point of toughness).

Rules

Moloch
Moloch has turned off the radio com-
munications and thus may place new 
units and modules only on the hexes 
adjacent to its own HQ or to the two 
other Moloch units (or modules).

Humans
The Outpost cannot place its units and 
modules on hexes adjacent to Mo-
loch’s HQ. The Outpost player may 

player scores 1 point - remove this Run-
ner unit from the board immediately.

General
1. Outpost’s and Moloch’s HQ are 
indestructible. Ignore all the wounds 
inflicted to the HQs.
2. If Moloch or Outpost cannot place 
any tile on the board at the start of their 
turn - a Battle starts.

place units and modules on any other 
unoccupied hex on the board.
3. Outpost player may move his 
Runner to the adjacent hex occupied 
by another Outpost unit or module 
by using normal Move action of the 
Runner unit. Immediately remove that 
unit or module.
4. When Runner moves to the hex occu-
pied by the Outpost’s HQ the Outpost 

Scenario’s objectives

Outpost player is trying to move his Runners across the board in order to get them to the HQ (Outpost’s HQ on the board) 
and allow them to hand over the orders and information.
Moloch player is trying to stop him by killing the Runners before they get to their HQ.

Scenario’s beginning

Moloch player starts the game, draws one tile and uses it as he wishes. Next, the Outpost player makes his turn (two tiles), 
and again Moloch player (draws 3 tiles), as in normal NS:Hex rules.

End of the scenario

Scenario ends when:
- both Runners are removed from the board, whether they had reached the HQ or had been killed by Moloch.
- any of the players had used up all of his tiles and cannot draw a new tile at the beginning of his turn (just as in normal NS:Hex 
rules). In such case the scenario ends immediately with the outcome the Outpost player managed to achieve.

Scenario’s outcome

In the second scenario, the Outpost Player will have as many turrets to use as the number of Runners that had managed to 
get to the HQ.
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Phase II – The defense

Moloch
Convoy of the machines just kept moving through the desert. At first glance, one could assume that the motion was 
chaotic, however, at a closer look, one could distinguish the fighting machines advancing at a constant pace, surro-
unded by huge transporters and smaller machines filling in the gaps between bigger units. Some of the vehicles were 
moving from the transporters to the heavy Juggernauts supplying the latter with ammunition.
And then, a part of the convoy stopped. Small number of machines moved towards the nearby forest not even slo-
wing down. In the west the setting sun was gleaming with red. The attack was to begin at sunset.

Humans
Stonekill was buzzing with preparations. Short range turrets sent by the Outpost have been installed on the nearby 
bunkers and were to provide at least some protection against the attack. Joe, however, didn’t believe in turrets. He be-
lieved in heavy machinegun taken from one of the hooligans who had tried to steal his cow. He went outside, turned 
his gaze to the north and spat violently in that direction.
Moloch wants to take his land. So he will defend it to the last drop of his blood.
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Setup

In this scenario the Human player (controlling the Outpost army in the previous scenario) commands the Stonekill 
inhabitants symbolised by the Hegemony army. Moloch player still plays the Moloch army.
Remove the HQ from the Moloch army before starting this scenario.
Prepare the board as shown in the picture (page 5). Areas marked with blue lines are not used in this phase of the campa-
ign. They are highlighted as they are used in the third, final phase.
Place the Hegemony HQ tile in the center of the board (as in the picture).
If in the first phase of this campaign the Outpost player scored one or two points (one or two Runners managed to get to 
the HQ), he may take up to that number of Turrets and place them in the Bunker (marked in the upper-left corner of the 
board in the picture,). For that purpose he may choose any of the Turrets included in the Babel 13 expansion. During this 
scenario they wound only Moloch’s units and modules..

Rules

General
Water has the “whirlpool” rule - each unit 
or module in a Whirlpool is automati-
cally killed at the end of the Battle (from 
drowning), in the initiative 0 segment. 
Unit or module that is drowning in a 
Whirlpool can be saved by a Medic.
Forest has the “thick” rule - any unit or 
module placed in a thick forest may be 
attacked and wounded only from hex 
directly adjacent to it (either by sho-
oting or melee attack). Any attack from 
a greater distance, as well as any attack 
from an instant tile, is totally ineffecti-
ve against it. Units and modules placed 
in the forest may be moved and pushed 
back in the normal way.

Bunker is “closed” - no unit can be 
placed or moved onto a closed Bunker 
hex. Turrets placed on the Bunker 
(if they are any) cannot wound the 
Human player’s units or modules, 
they can neither be netted, attacked, 
destroyed nor moved (by Push Back 
or Move instant action tile). Modules 
don’t work on Turrets.
Hegemony units and modules cannot 
be placed in or moved in any other 
manner into the Forest. Moloch’s 
units and modules can be placed in (or 
moved into) the Forest.
The board is considered filled up 
when:

- for a Human player: all the wasteland 
tiles are filled up.
- for Moloch player: all the wasteland 
and forest tiles are filled up.
The water spaces are not counted in order 
to check whether the board is filled up.

Moloch
When Moloch player has no tiles to 
draw from in the beginning of his 
turn - he takes all his used ones (both 
killed and discarded) and forms a 
new stack to draw from.
Turrets (if any) attack normally 
during the battle in their Initiative 
segments.

Scenario’s begining

Moloch player starts the game, draws one tile and uses it as he wishes. Next, the Outpost player makes his turn (two tiles), 
and again Moloch player (draws 3 tiles), as in normal NS:Hex rules.

End of the scenario

IMPORTANT: After the second scenario DO NOT clean the board or move Hegemony’s Hit Points marker.
When the Hegemony HQ is destroyed (takes 20 wounds) - Human player immediately loses the whole campaign.
When the Hegemony player used all of his tiles (and cannot draw new tiles in the beginning of his turn) - a Final Battle com-
mences. Begin the third phase of the campaign after the end of this battle. 
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Phase 3 - Reinforcements

Moloch
Not everything went according to the plan. Cybernetic brains had foreseen the resistance, yet not its fierceness. Follo-
wing transporters with brains that have been sent there for several weeks eventually increased the computing power of 
machines and they’ve finally managed to produce a palpable advantage. And then, something happened, something 
that has not happened before. And Moloch was not prepared for that. Instead of evacuating and saving their lives, 
humans called for reinforcements that came to Stonekill out of nowhere and destroyed the perfect Plan.
That cannot be. Moloch rules the new world and what was planned must be executed.

Humans
Joe took refuge behind the wall of a ruined farm. He was cut off from the rest of his - well, that would be an oversta-
tement - “unit”. Surely, he must have already been written off by the boys. Nonetheless, he decided to take as many 
bloody machines with him to the grave as he could with the ammo left. And the grenades. He leaned out around the 
corner. Just to make a peek. Some machines were moving - or rather rolling down - in his direction. He crocked the 
grenade, counted and thrown.
And then the explosion rang out. Much greater than the one he had expected. Fragments of the wall he was hiding 
behind rained down on his head, he fell and lost consciousness.
He woke up several hours later. In a medical tent that belonged to the guys from the Outpost. Reinforcements have 
come. And they’ve come with a bang.
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Setup

From the two areas marked blue in the picture showed in the second phase of the campaign, the Human player chooses whe-
re to place the terrain tile pictured above. On that tile the Moloch’s HQ is placed - precisely as shown in the picture.
Moloch starts with 15 toughness points, toughness of Hegemony’s HQ is exactly the same as in the end of the second phase.
Human player starts with the blast - he chooses an instant tile: Moloch Air Strike or Neojungle Small Bomb, and plays it 
immediately anywhere on the board. 
In this scenario, Human player has 2 additional armies under his command: New York and the Outpost. Remove the HQs 
from these two armies.
Moloch player shuffles all his used tiles (discarded or destroyed in any manner) with the unused ones and forms a new stack 
to draw from.
Human player starts.

Rules

Humans
Human player draws up to three tiles, 
but each time he chooses any kind of 
available combination of the Outpost 
and New York tiles - at least one of 
those tiles must be discarded.
All the human armies (New York, 
the Outpost and the remnants of the 
Hegemony left on the board from the 
second scenario - including the HQ 
and Turrets) are allied and thus do not 
wound each other.

Moloch
Moloch’s HQ cannot be moved by the 
Move instant action tile. It may still be 
pushed back (as in standard rules).
Anytime, when Moloch cannot draw a 
new tile, he shuffles all his used (discar-
ded or in any manner destroyed) tiles 
and forms a new stack to draw from.

General
Special rules from the second scenario 
(like terrain rules, turrets rules etc.) are 
still in force in this scenario with one 
exception: now Human player may 
place his units and modules (and move 
them into) the Forrest (which also me-
ans that the board is filled up for him 
when not only all the Wastelands, but 
also the Forrest hexes are occupied).

End of the scenario

If one of the HQs is destroyed, the campaign ends and the player whose HQ had survived wins the campaign.
If the Human Player has no more tiles to draw from at the beginning of his turn -  the final battle commences, and the player 
whose HQ has the biggest number of toughness points left after this battle wins.
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to draw from.
Human player starts.

RulesRules

Humans
Human player draws up to three tiles, 
but each time he chooses any kind of 
available combination of the Outpost 
and New York tiles - at least one of 
those tiles must be discarded.
All the human armies (New York, 
the Outpost and the remnants of the 
Hegemony left on the board from the 
second scenario - including the HQ 
and Turrets) are allied and thus do not 
wound each other.

Moloch
Moloch’s HQ cannot be moved by the 
Move instant action tile. It may still be 
pushed back (as in standard rules).
Anytime, when Moloch cannot draw a 
new tile, he shuffles all his used (discar-
ded or in any manner destroyed) tiles 
and forms a new stack to draw from.

General
Special rules from the second scenario 
(like terrain rules, turrets rules etc.) are 
still in force in this scenario with one 
exception: now Human player may 
place his units and modules (and move 
them into) the Forrest (which also me-
ans that the board is filled up for him 
when not only all the Wastelands, but 
also the Forrest hexes are occupied).

End of the scenarioEnd of the scenario

If one of the HQs is destroyed, the campaign ends and the player whose HQ had survived wins the campaign.
If the Human Player has no more tiles to draw from at the beginning of his turn -  the final battle commences, and the player 
whose HQ has the biggest number of toughness points left after this battle wins.
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Epilogue
„Among the various chaplains and storytellers the Stonekil-
l’s defense is a symbol of humanity’s fight against Moloch, 

admirable and unyielding, even if doomed to fail. 
Thus, even if some son of a bitch overpowers you, you need 
to make him work hard  and pay dearly for his success. I bet 
I’m not the first person from whom you hear about Stone-

kill, am I right? Quite a popular story to rise one’s spirits.
Ya know, I’ve seen many maps in my life. And never have I 

found a little town called Stonekill. Interesting, nay?”
(from Neuroshima RPG, page 254)
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